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Agenda 

• Metro’s Connecting Communities Key 
Performance Indicator (KPI) 

• Walkshed Research 
• Station Area Strategic Investment Plan 
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How CC fits into Metro’s strategic framework and how we measure itDiscuss new research on walkable station areas that builds the case for station connectivityStudy we’re about to kick off that will build off the work John and his team have prepared under the TCSP grant, and leverage those project ideas.



Metro’s Strategic Goal Framework 
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Before launching into the work we’re doing, I want to tie it back to our agency’s strategic plan and goals.  Improving regional mobility and connecting communities stands as one of our 4 strategic pillars. Metro recognizes the important role we play in keeping this region moving, and by establishing the Connecting Communities indicator, it also recognizes the importance of station accessibility to meeting that goal.



Why Connecting Communities 
Matters 

• Access to Metro means access to 
opportunity 

• Concentrating growth near transit 
maximizes use of regional 
infrastructure 

• Connecting communities to transit 
attracts more ridership 

• More ridership contributes to lower 
carbon footprints 
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Reference John’s TCSP study – connecting to jobs…Metro’s compact partners pay annually to operate the transit system.  If we grow ridership where transit already exists, this means less subsidy per customer as  these resources are better leveraged and farebox recovery increased.  Further, by making improvements to the pedestrian and bicycle networks that surround our stations, we can enable more non-motorized trips to the system and reduce our need for parking and/or bus resources.  The last bullet I’ll leave for you to address at the 2nd half of this meeting as you discuss GHG targets.And the second to last bullet is the topic for the remainder of my time with you today.



How Does this KPI Operate? 
Three Pathways 

Grow Near 
Transit 

• Transit-oriented 
development 

• Zoning 
• Planning 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Expand Transit 

• Expand bus routes 
• Build new 

Metrorail lines and 
stations 

Improve Access 
to Your Stations 
• Fix pedestrian 

barriers 
• Build paths and 

sidewalks 

? 
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So, since CC is a goal of ours, one might ask – well how do we measure this somewhat broad concept?  How do we frame it?For our purposes Connecting Communities can be measured in two ways – the first is by measuring ridership, which Metro has always tracked and is generally understood as our responsibility.  The second, though, is related to how well we as a region grow around transit – in other words, are we adding jobs and households near transit?  This second measure is very much a function of local land use, and a responsibility we all bear as leaders and citizens of this region.As such, we believe that we can use the cooperative forecasts to help us track planned growth in station areas, with a goal toward increasing the number of households and jobs in station areas.There are essentially three ‘levers’ that we can pull to grow transit-supportive communities. The first ‘lever’ we pull by creating new TOD communities through our joint development program and work with local partners to build around transit stations.  The second focuses on bringing transit to communities – as this region did with the Silver Line.Today’s discussion focuses on the 3rd lever– looking at how we can expand access to households (or jobs) that are near stations, but not well-connected.



Re-Defining Station Walk Sheds 

• Defined as walking 
distance: 

• ½ mile from rail 
station 

• Accounts for actual 
network – not as 
crow flies 
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Gallery Place 

Landover 
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Backing up to that 2nd to last bullet in the ‘why cc matters’ – just how much ridership we should expect from a station area is a topic we have been studying.  We are looking to understand the variables that drive ridership vis-à-vis land use.  This will allow us to better estimate the impact changes in land use (household growth) will have on ridership and, in turn, a positive impact on the system’s operating subsidy. To begin the analysis, we started by ‘re-defining’ if you will what we know as the walkshed. Using this method, some stations are quite walkable , and you can walk in all directions.  Stations with good coverage (like Gallery Place) form a diamond shape, as the network provides direct coverage radiating from the station for the ½ mile.    Other stations, e.g. Landover, are much more restricted due to the layout of the roads, and barriers like highways. Instead of using the typical 1/2 mile crow-flies buffer, we use the road network as a proxy for access in most cases.  



 Where Can I Really  Walk? 
 

• Include each station 
entrance 

• Remove non-developable 
land from the station 
area:  parks, water, 
cemeteries, etc. 

• Include trails outside of 
road network commonly 
used for station access 

Rosslyn 
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Results,  Walk Shed Coverage 
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We then calculated a ratio of the ‘actual’ walkshed area vs. the crow flies area to come up with a walkability score for each station. Using this method, here are the system totals, broken down by three tiers.  Low, less than 1/3 (of the ½ mile circle is covered); Moderate, 1/3 to 50%; Good, 51% to 63%; High, greater than 63%The results are shown in the graphic:  Best in DC:  Gallery Place (82%), Metro Center (78%) and Dupont (77%).  Worst in DC include Rhode Island at 31% and Fort Totten at 38%Best in MD:  Silver Spring (72%), Bethesda (68%).  Worst include Landover (18%), Cheverly (22%) and Sothern Avenue (24%).Best in VA:  Clarendon (78%), King Street (72%), Crystal City (69%),  Worst include National Airport (0%, designed to serve the airport not the surrounding community), Van Dorn (27%) and West Falls Church (31%)



Connectivity and Ridership 
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Once we refined the walksheds, we set out to look at the relationship between hh in the shed and the number of walk entries we get in the nearest station.Using Census data on households and our rail passenger survey mode of access data, we analyzed the relationship between the number of hh in a walkshed and the number of walk entries we get at a station.  What you see here shows that the more households in the walkshed, the more walk trips to rail we see.With some help from University of Maryland researchers, ran a multivariate analysis to determine the impact of including more households or jobs in the walkshed at each of the 91 stations.



Land Use and Ridership Connection: 
Making the Case 

• Land use near transit directly results in walk ridership at 
Metrorail stations 
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Ridership = 7 Trips/ 10 Households   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using this research, we’ve calculated that, on average throughout the system, every 10 households that can walk to Metro, yields about 7 daily peak period walk trips to Metro.  That’s a very powerful statement in favor of increasing households in station walksheds – either by adding more or connecting to existing. All and all, we want to encourage growth near our stations as a means increase ridership.  And in these budget constrained times, anything we can collectively do to increase ridership, helps the bottom line for all of us.



 
Improving Residential Access to  

Southern Avenue Station 
 

Existing Shed Shed with Connection 
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So, how do we apply what we have learned?By identifying ‘unconnected’ households in these ½ mile walksheds, and estimating ridership benefits that could result from connecting them to the station, we could zero in on some relatively cost-effective projects that could yield big ridership benefits. The Southern Avenue example here shows about 1200 households – outlined in orange - outside the walkable area.  New connection north of station- ~1,200 feet longCross jurisdictional:  MD to DC via Oxon Run ParkWould grow the station coverage ratio by 11% to 35%Of the 1200 households in the area shown on the prior slide, new connection would pick-up 600Ridership: 420 peak period walk trips* Average Fare from station: $2.82Revenue per year: $296K*Using the system average of 0.7 trips.  Ridership impacts may vary by station and may include some riders who live in that area but currently drive or take an alternative means to reach the station.

http://planitmetro.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Southern-Avenue-Before.png


Improving Jobs Access to  
Greensboro Station 
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More than 4,000 jobs cut 
off from the station - 

Potential benefit: 
500 entries/day 

$800,000 fares/year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. There are no sidewalks (or bike lanes) along either side of route 7 in the underpass with Chain Bridge road.  This cuts off a large portion of the station area (shown in red) that is still in short walking distance to the station (with the blue ½ mile radius shown).  2. 4,800 jobs in the area circled.  For these the land use model would suggest 500 entries at this station, plus another 500 entries at the other end of the trip, yielding approximately 1,000 transit trips per day on rail.  3. At 250 workdays per yearWith an average fare of $3.50 per tripComes to $875,000 in fare revenue per year.Fairfax County and VDOT are in the process of building sidewalks on both sides of route 7 through the underpass.  Construction is expected for early 2016.



Station Area Strategic Investment 
Plan 

• Build off TCSP, include all 
91 stations 

• Estimate costs  

• Prioritize projects 

• Create interactive map 
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We’ll be coming to your staff and your transportation staff over the course of the next year to discuss further.  1. Take the 24 stations and build it out to all 91.2. Cost estimate:  some projects of have been estimated by prior studies, some not.  We’ll come up with an updated, 2015/2016 estimate using a consistent method across all 91 stationsPrioritize:    As with John’s study, expect 1,000’s of projects.  Need to have a sense of what to tackle firstCreate a map:  to show you what we’ve come up with.  And, to understand, with your help: what's been done, what’s under construction or will soon be completed, what’s funded and what’s not.  We’ll develop a repository of projects for you to use and update overtime.  



Prioritization Criteria 

• Safety 

• Walk shed/ ridership 
growth 

• Directness 

• Feasibility/ cost 

• Access & equity 
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Criteria to be developed as part of this project.  Then, voted on to determine weights.Safety, crash dataWalk shed, look at the 15 stations with low shed coverage and see how projects can improve the sizeDirectness, how well does the project provide a direct path into the station  vs. a project that does less to the approach distanceFeasibility, an order of magnitude assessment.  For example, a curb ramp/ short segment of sidewalk (high) vs. an overpass over CSX right of way and a major highway (low)Access and regional equity, does the project help our low income customers folks get to the social services/ community-based organizations? 



Next Steps – Help Wanted! 

• Spring:  Project kick-
off and “road shows” 

• Summer/ Fall: Identify 
and prioritize projects 

• Winter: Local review 
of prioritized projects; 
Launch wiki site 

 

 

Van Dorn Station 
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Road shows – to discuss KPI and walk researchWork with local planners – land use and transportation to flesh out projects
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